
CE-900

Wireless Enunciator     
QUICK START GUIDE

The Care Caller system is

designed to assist the caregiver

in monitoring patient activity.   It

is selectable for LOW or HIGH

horn sound and comes with a

Flashing Strobe. Selectable Off

position when not in use. Unit

has Aux. out (2.5mm jack, nor-

mally open) for Automatic Voice

Dialer other connections. 

Components:
1.Enunciator

(Receiver Horn-Strobe)

2. Power Adapter

3. Four (4) Velcro tabs

Keep in mind the Enunciator has

two sound levels- low and high.

Also remember the transmitter

range will be dependent to some

degree on the structure of the resi-

dence. Also, you will need to place

the unit within reach of an electri-

cal outlet in order to plug in the

adapter. 

The Enunciator may be placed

at Nurse Station, desk, on count-

er, nightstand, wall mounted or

outside (covered). The caregiver

should also consider where he or

she might frequently be to be

within sound of the enunciator

when it alarms.

Important! Be sure to test you

system often, with transmitter at

locations where patient may be.

Now that we have decided where to

place the enunciator let’s go on to the

next step.

Begin by plugging the adapter into the

top of the Enunciator by PWR as shown.

Next, plug the power adapter into the

wall socket. 

Now you are ready to test  the

Enunciator. Move the switch on the

side of the unit to either low or high,

for the sound output.

Test the system.

Activate the transmitter and listen for

the sound. If you do not hear the

Enunciator sound, check to be sure

the switch is in Lo or Hi position and

that the adapter is plugged in the

wall. When your Enunciator sounds

you have successfully setup and 

tested your system. 

See Reverse side for a list of other ECP Products.
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When activated the transmitter will send a signal to the

Enunciator and the alarm sounds and the strobe flashes. 

The Enunciator continues to sound until reset button is

pressed by Caretaker, assuring Help Has Arrived! Hold the

button down for at least ten (10) seconds. The sound is then

silenced, until transmitter is activated again. The Enunciator

may be turned off when operation not desired. 

Congratulations!  Your system is all set up. Now you can feel Safe, Secure and at Ease whenever patients, family members, or

friends are confined to bed, home or facility and need fast assistance. Care Caller sends the signal to call for help up to 1000 feet

indoors (depending on structure, metal obstacles etc.). Be sure to test your system often as range may be effected by conditions.

Note: The enunciator emits beeping sound whenever Emergency Caller Transmitter battery is getting low.

PWR OFF-LO-HI AUX OUT

Strobe

Reset Button

Note* For use with 

Emergency Caller Products Wireless

900MHz Supervised Transmitters Only!



CC-900-Care Caller-Enunciator with Pendant Transmitter. wrist band, necklace and belt clip.

Fall Alert Complete Systems -  900 MHZ  Long Range - includes accessories

FA-900- 1 Bed/Rail System  with LT-900 transmitter, Enunciator, 1” x 30” Sensor Strip Pad, AC Adapter

FA-900- 2 Bed/Rail System with LT-900 transmitter, Enunciator, 2” x 30”  Sensor Strip Pad, AC Adapter

FA-900- 3 Wheelchair-Seat System  with LT-900 transmitter, Enunciator, 9”x16” Sensor Pad, AC Adapter

FA-900- 4 Bed System with LT-900 transmitter, Enunciator, 14” x 24” Sensor Pad, AC Adapter

FA-900- 5 Bed System with LT-900 transmitter, Enunciator, 18” x 24” Sensor Pad, AC Adapter

FA-900- 6 Floor System with LT-900 transmitter, Enunciator, 24” x 30” Sensor Pad, AC Adapter

FA-900- 7 Floor System  with LT-900 transmitter,  Enunciator, 24” x 36” Sensor Pad, AC Adapter

You will be very happy with

the NEW ERU-900.

Whenever there’s an

Emergency,  a quick press

of the Pendant (wear it on

your wrist, neck, or hand-

held) sends the signal to

"Get Help Fast!" The Caller

is triggered to deliver the

emergency message! The

Pendant is water resistant

and can even be worn in

the shower or

bathtub!There are so many

wonderful features with the

W ireless Fall Prevention

Systems and Products

including New Automatic

"Man Down" transmitters that

eliminate push buttons and

pull cords Also models with

Universal transmitter that

feature "pause", "sound

alarm and transmit signal"

when 

activated. Transmitters oper-

ate with Lifetime Sensor

Pads and other sensors.

W ireless Receiver

Controllers include local

PERS units, Enunciator and

WORKS AUTO M ATICALLY!

Detects patient wandering

away and then sounds the

alarm and calls for help! The

Pendant Transmitter automati-

cally sends a signal every 10

seconds to the Receiver-

Dialer. If the receiver doesn�t

hear from the pendant within a

3 minute period, (indicating

resident has traveled a dis-

tance away) the receiver-dialer

will automatically sound the

Alarm Strobe and/or dial emer-

gency numbers and deliver

the emergency message.

No Monitoring Fees!

Lifetime Sensor Pads are

available in many styles.

Wheelchair (seat), bed, and

floor. Exclusive Sensor Strip

for beds and rails, allow for

total comfort and freedom of

movement in bed. Pads are

thin and resident comfortable.

Sensor pads are slip resistant

and Completely Waterproof!

Standard with velcro mounting

tabs and 8 ft lead (chair-seat

pads with 4 ft lead). Pads

quick lock connect to trans-

mitters and devices with RJ-

22 plug. Lifetime Sensor

Pads DIRECTLY REPLACE

all disposable sensor pads.

W ith Lifetime Guarantees,

you’ll never again need con-

Emergency Caller Products presents advanced

technology products to address those who

need dependable care!

ALL ECP wireless receivers have the capability to supervise all ECP universal

transmitters. They also have the ability to pickup lo battery warning signals from

these transmitters. Every 60 seconds the transmitter sends an ‘I’m here’ signal to

the receiver. If not sensed by the receiver in a thirty minute period the alarm will

sound. This means protection from low power, non-working transmitters or trans-

mitters removed from the facility. 


